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FIG. 1A 1. 
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FIG. 2 
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FIG. 9 
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CLOCK RECOVERY CIRCUIT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to a clock recovery 
circuit, and more particularly, to a clock recovery circuit for 
extracting multiphase clocks Synchronizing with data from 
the data. 

0002 For transmission/reception of data, a clock is nec 
essary together with the data. The clock is a signal Serving 
as a reference of timing for retrieval of the data. In data 
communications over Some distance, Such as data commu 
nications between mutually connected equipment units, if a 
data path and a clock path are provided Separately, the phase 
relationship between the data and the clock Set on the 
transmitter Side may not be precisely received on the 
receiver Side in Some cases, due to a difference in path length 
and a difference in distortion level. As a result, high-Speed 
data communications may not be attained. To Solve this 
problem, a clock recovery technology is adopted in which a 
clock is extracted from transitions of data on the receiver 
Side and recovered. 

0.003 FIG. 17A shows a configuration of a conventional 
clock recovery circuit disclosed in Japanese Laid-Open 
Patent Publication No. 8-213979. The clock recovery circuit 
of FIG.17A includes VCOs 100 and 101, a delay circuit 102 
and logic circuits 103 and 104. The VCO 100 oscillates at a 
frequency corresponding to a bias voltage BIAS. The VCO 
101 is identical in configuration to the VCO 100. The delay 
circuit 102 delays an asynchronous input data Signal Data by 
a half period of the transmission rate. The logic circuit 103 
computes exclusive OR of the input data Signal Data and a 
signal from the delay circuit 102. In other words, the logic 
circuit 103 outputs low pulses having a width of a half 
period of the transmission rate of the input data Signal Data. 
The logic circuit 104 computes AND of a signal output from 
the VCO 101 and a signal output from the logical circuit 
103. 

0004 As shown in FIG. 17B, in the clock recovery 
circuit described above, the logic circuit 103 outputs a signal 
Gdat, which is put in an L level for a duration of a half of 
the transmission rate of the input data Signal Data in 
response to a transition of the input data Signal Data. The 
logic circuit 104 computes AND of a clock generated by the 
VCO 101 and the signal Gdat from the logic circuit 103, to 
thereby extract a clock ECK Synchronizing with the asyn 
chronous input data Signal Data. With the configuration 
described above, the clock phase can be instantaneously 
locked with the input data as long as the VCO 101 has been 
locked at a predetermined frequency. 
0005. However, because the clock recovery circuit of 
FIG. 17A uses the single-phase clock ECK, the oscillating 
frequency of the VCO 101 must be equal to the data rate of 
the input data Signal Data. In addition, because the logic 
circuit 104 is placed in the loop of the VCO 101, the upper 
limit of the acceptable data rate is defined by the sum of the 
total delay time of delay circuits constituting the VCO 101 
and the delay time of the logic circuit 104. Therefore, this 
clock recovery circuit is not Suitable for Superfast data 
transmission. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006 An object of the present invention is providing a 
clock recovery circuit capable of Supporting Superfast data 
transmission. 
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0007 According to one aspect of the present invention, 
the clock recovery circuit includes a first Oscillator and an 
edge detector. The first Oscillator generates a plurality of 
clocks having different phases and a predetermined fre 
quency. The edge detector detects two clocks, among the 
plurality of clocks from the first oscillator, between edges of 
which an input data Signal has made a transition. The first 
oscillator includes a plurality of delay cells connected in a 
ring, and outputs of the plurality of delay cells are output as 
the plurality of clocks. Each of the plurality of delay cells 
Selectively delays a first-delay added input data Signal or the 
Signal output from the preceding delay cell, and outputs the 
Selected delayed Signal. The edge detector controls one 
delay cell among the plurality of delay cells corresponding 
to the result of the detection, to delay and output the 
first-delay added input data Signal. 

0008. The clock recovery circuit described above detects 
two clocks, among the plurality of clocks from the first 
oscillator, between edges of which the input data Signal has 
made a transition. The input of one delay cell among the 
plurality of delay cells of the first Oscillator corresponding to 
the detection result is Switched from the Signal output from 
the preceding delay cell to the first-delay added input data 
Signal. By this operation, a plurality of clocks (multiphase 
clockS) Synchronizing with the input data signal are 
obtained. 

0009. By replacing a proper clock edge with a data edge 
every time a transition of the input data Signal is detected, 
the phases of the multiphase clocks from the first oscillator 
are optimized. Therefore, the phase relationship between the 
input data Signal and the multiphase clockS can be locked 
instantaneously with the Start of data transmission, and this 
enables Support of burst mode transmission. 
0010) By setting the phase interval of the plurality of 
clocks from the first oscillator to be equal to the data rate of 
the input data Signal, the Oscillating frequency of the first 
oscillator is 1/N of the data rate of the input data Signal, 
where N is the number of stages of the delay cells included 
in the first oscillator. By this Setting, the clock frequency is 
eased compared with the conventional clock recovery cir 
cuit, and thus higher-rate data transmission can be Sup 
ported. 

0011 Preferably, the edge detector includes a plurality of 
delay path Selectors provided to correspond to the plurality 
of delay cells. Each of the delay path Selectors outputs to the 
corresponding delay cell a mask signal asserted for a pre 
determined period in response to a transition of the input 
data Signal if this transition occurs between edges of corre 
sponding two clocks among the plurality of clockS. Each of 
the plurality of delay cells delays the first-delay added input 
data Signal and outputs the delayed Signal when the mask 
Signal from the corresponding delay path Selector is active. 
0012 Preferably, the predetermined period includes: a 
transition point of the Signal output from the delay cell 
preceding the delay cell corresponding to each of the plu 
rality of delay path Selectors, and a transition point of the 
first-delay added input data Signal. 
0013 Preferably, each of the plurality of delay path 
Selectors includes a latch circuit. The latch circuit latches a 
pulse Signal asserted between edges of two clockS corre 
sponding to each of the plurality of delay path Selectors, in 
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response to an edge of the input data Signal, and the latch 
circuit resets the latched signal in response to a reset Signal, 
the reset Signal being delayed by a predetermined phase 
from the edges of the two clockS. 
0.014 Preferably, the reset signal is synchronous with an 
edge of any clock among the plurality of clockS. 
0.015 Preferably, the clock recovery circuit described 
above further includes a first delay circuit and a control 
circuit. The first delay circuit adds a Second delay to the 
plurality of clocks from the first oscillator. The control 
circuit controls the delay amount of the Second delay. Each 
of the plurality of delay path Selectors outputs to the corre 
sponding delay cell a mask Signal asserted for a predeter 
mined period in response to a transition of the input data 
Signal if this transition occurs between edges of correspond 
ing two clockS among the plurality of clocks with the Second 
delay added by the first delay circuit. 
0016 Preferably, the control circuit feedback-controls 
the delay amount of the Second delay So that the phase 
difference between first and Second clockS is a predeter 
mined value. The first clock is obtained by adding the second 
delay and a third delay to one clock among the plurality of 
clocks from the first oscillator. The delay amount of the third 
delay includes a delay amount generated in one delay path 
Selector among the plurality of delay path Selectors. The 
Second clock is another clock among the plurality of clockS 
from the first oscillator. 

0017 Preferably, the control circuit sets the delay amount 
of the Second delay discretely according to the data rate of 
the input data Signal. 
0.018 Preferably, the clock recovery circuit described 
above further includes a PLL circuit. The PLL circuit 
includes a Second oscillator identical in configuration to the 
first oscillator. The Second oscillator oscillates at a frequency 
corresponding to a first bias Voltage. The PLL circuit feed 
back-controls the first bias Voltage So that the oscillating 
frequency of the Second Oscillator is equal to a reference 
frequency. The first oscillator oscillates at a frequency 
corresponding to the first bias Voltage. 
0.019 Preferably, the edge detector includes a plurality of 
delay path Selectors provided in correspondence with the 
plurality of delay cells of the first oscillator. Each of the 
delay path Selectors outputs to the corresponding delay cell 
a mask Signal asserted for a predetermined period in 
response to a transition of the input data Signal if this 
transition occurs between edges of corresponding two clockS 
among the plurality of clocks from the first oscillator. Each 
of the plurality of delay cells of the first oscillator delays the 
first-delay added input data Signal and outputs the delayed 
Signal when the mask Signal from the corresponding delay 
path Selector is active. 
0020 Preferably, the clock recovery circuit described 
above further includes a first delay circuit and a control 
circuit. The first delay circuit adds a Second delay to the 
plurality of clocks from the first oscillator and the plurality 
of clocks from the second oscillator. The control circuit 
controls the delay amount of the Second delay. Each of the 
plurality of delay path Selectors outputs to the corresponding 
delay cell of the first oscillator a mask signal asserted for a 
predetermined period in response to a transition of the input 
data Signal if this transition occurs between edges of corre 
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sponding two clockS among the plurality of clocks from the 
first oscillator with the second delay added by the first delay 
circuit. 

0021 Preferably, the control circuit feedback-controls 
the delay amount of the Second delay So that the phase 
difference between first and Second clockS is a predeter 
mined value. The first clock is obtained by adding the second 
delay and a third delay to one clock among the plurality of 
clocks from the second oscillator. The delay amount of the 
third delay includes a delay amount generated in one delay 
path Selector among the plurality of delay path Selectors. The 
Second clock is another clock among the plurality of clockS 
from the Second oscillator. 

0022 Preferably, the control circuit sets the delay amount 
of the Second delay discretely according to the data rate of 
the input data Signal. 
0023 Preferably, the clock recovery circuit described 
above further includes a frequency detector and a control 
Signal generator. The frequency detector compares an oscil 
lating frequency of the first oscillator with a reference 
frequency. The control Signal generator outputs a control 
Signal corresponding to the result of the comparison by the 
frequency detector. The first Oscillator oscillates at a fre 
quency corresponding to the control Signal from the control 
Signal generator. 
0024 Preferably, the clock recovery circuit described 
above further includes a thinning Section for thinning edges 
of the input data Signal. The edge detector detects two 
clocks, among the plurality of clocks, between edges of 
which the input data Signal edge-thinned by the thinning 
Section has made a transition. Each of the plurality of delay 
cells Selectively delays a first-delay added input data Signal 
edge-thinned by the thinning Section or the Signal output 
from the preceding delay cell, and outputs the Selected 
delayed signal. The edge detector controls one delay cell 
among the plurality of delay cells corresponding to the result 
of the detection to delay the first-delay added input data 
Signal edge-thinned by the thinning Section and output the 
delayed Signal. 
0025 Preferably, the thinning section includes a fre 
quency divider for dividing the frequency of the input data 
Signal. 

0026. According to another aspect of the present inven 
tion, the clock recovery circuit includes a multiphase clock 
generator, an edge detection Section, a phase comparison 
Section and a control circuit. The multiphase clock generator 
generates a plurality of clocks having different phases and a 
predetermined frequency. The edge detection Section detects 
two clocks, among the plurality of clocks, between edges of 
which an input data Signal has made a transition. The phase 
comparison Section compares the phase of one clock among 
the plurality of clocks corresponding to the result of the 
detection by the edge detection Section with the phase of a 
first-delay added input data Signal obtained by adding a first 
delay to the input data Signal. The control circuit controls the 
phases of the plurality of clockS according to the result of the 
comparison by the phase comparison Section. 
0027 Preferably, the edge detection section includes a 
plurality of detection circuits. The phase comparison Section 
includes a plurality of phase comparators provided to cor 
respond to the plurality of detection circuits. Each of the 
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plurality of detection circuits outputs to the corresponding 
phase comparator a mask Signal asserted for a predetermined 
period in response to a transition of the input data Signal if 
this transition occurs between edges of corresponding two 
clocks among the plurality of clocks. Each of the plurality of 
phase comparators compares the phase of the corresponding 
clock among the plurality of clocks with the phase of the 
first-delay added input data Signal. 
0028 Preferably, each of the plurality of detection cir 
cuits includes a latch circuit. The latch circuit latches a pulse 
Signal asserted between edges of the corresponding two 
clocks in response to an edge of the input data Signal, and 
resets the latched signal in response to a reset Signal, the 
reset Signal being delayed by a predetermined phase from 
the edges of the corresponding two clockS. 
0029 Preferably, the reset signal is synchronous with an 
edge of any clock among the plurality of clockS. 
0030 Preferably, the multiphase clock generator includes 
a first oscillator. The first oscillator includes a plurality of 
delay cells connected in a ring, outputs of the plurality of 
delay cells being output as the plurality of clockS. 
0.031 Preferably, the clock recovery circuit described 
above further includes a PLL circuit. The PLL circuit 
includes a Second oscillator identical in configuration to the 
first oscillator. The Second oscillator oscillates at a frequency 
corresponding to a first bias Voltage and a Second bias 
voltage. The PLL circuit feedback-controls the first bias 
Voltage So that the OScillating frequency of the Second 
oscillator is equal to a reference frequency. The control 
circuit outputs a third bias Voltage corresponding to the 
result of the comparison by the phase comparison Section. 
The first oscillator oscillates at a frequency corresponding to 
the first bias Voltage and the third bias Voltage. 
0.032 Preferably, the second bias voltage is set at an 
intermediate Voltage between the Supply Voltage and the 
ground Voltage. 
0.033 Preferably, the clock recovery circuit described 
above further includes a frequency detector and a control 
Signal generator. The frequency detector compares an oscil 
lating frequency of the first oscillator with a reference 
frequency. The control Signal generator outputs a control 
Signal corresponding to the result of the comparison by the 
frequency detector. The first Oscillator oscillates at a fre 
quency corresponding to the control Signal from the control 
Signal generator. 
0034 Preferably, clock recovery circuit described above 
further includes a first delay circuit and a Second delay 
circuit. The first delay circuit adds a Second delay to the 
input data Signal. The Second delay circuit adds a third delay 
to the plurality of clocks from the multiphase clock genera 
tor. The edge detection Section detects two clocks, among 
the plurality of third-delay added clocks, between edges of 
which the Second-delay added input data Signal has made a 
transition. The phase comparison Section compares the 
phase of one clock among the plurality of third-delay added 
clocks corresponding to the result of the detection by the 
edge detector with the phase of a signal obtained by adding 
the first delay and the Second delay to the input data Signal. 
The control circuit controls the delay amount of the Second 
delay and/or the delay amount of the third delay according 
to the result of the comparison by the phase comparison 
Section. 
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0035) Preferably, the multiphase clock generator includes 
a plurality of Stages of delay cells and a delay control 
Section, and outputs of the plurality of Stages of delay cells 
are output as the plurality of clocks. A reference clock is 
Supplied to an input of the first-stage delay cell among the 
plurality of Stages of delay cells. The delay control Section 
compares the phase of the output of the final-Stage delay cell 
among the plurality of Stages of delay cells with the refer 
ence clock, and controls the delay amount of the plurality of 
Stages of delay cells according to the result of the compari 
SO. 

0036 Preferably, clock recovery circuit described above 
further includes a thinning Section for thinning edges of the 
input data Signal. The edge detection Section detects two 
clocks, among the plurality of clocks, between edges of 
which the input data Signal edge-thinned by the thinning 
Section has made a transition. The phase comparison Section 
compares the phase of one clock among the plurality of 
clocks corresponding to the result of the detection by the 
edge detection Section with the phase of a first-delay added 
input data Signal edge-thinned by the thinning Section. 
0037 Preferably, the thinning section includes a fre 
quency divider for dividing the frequency of the input data 
Signal. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0038 FIG. 1A is a block diagram showing a schematic 
configuration of electronic communication equipment in 
Embodiment 1 of the present invention, and FIG. 1B is a 
timing chart demonstrating data recovery by a data recovery 
circuit. 

0039 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a clock recovery 
circuit shown in FIG. 1A. 

0040 FIG. 3 is a view showing an internal configuration 
of a delay cell shown in FIG. 2. 
0041 FIG. 4A is a view showing an internal configura 
tion of a delay path selector shown in FIG. 2, and FIG. 4B 
is a timing chart showing the operation of the delay path 
Selector of FIG. 4A. 

0042 FIG. 5 is a timing chart showing the operation of 
the clock recovery circuit of FIG. 2. 
0043 FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a clock recovery 
circuit of Embodiment 2 of the present invention. 
0044 FIG. 7 is a timing chart showing the operation of 
the clock recovery circuit of FIG. 6. 
004.5 FIG. 8 is a view showing a configuration of a delay 
circuit of which the delay amount is Set discretely. 
0046 FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a clock recovery 
circuit of Embodiment 3 of the present invention. 
0047 FIG. 10 is a view showing an internal configura 
tion of a delay cell shown in FIG. 9. 
0048 FIG. 11 is a timing chart showing the operation of 
the clock recovery circuit of FIG. 9. 
0049 FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a frequency detec 
tion type PLL. 
0050 FIG. 13 is a block diagram of a clock recovery 
circuit of Embodiment 5 of the present invention. 
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0051 FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a DLL circuit. 
0.052 FIG. 15 is a block diagram of a clock recovery 
circuit of Embodiment 7 of the present invention. 
0053 FIG. 16 is a block diagram of another clock 
recovery circuit of Embodiment 7 of the present invention. 
0054 FIG. 17A is a block diagram of a conventional 
clock recovery circuit, and FIG. 17B is a timing chart 
showing the operation of the clock recovery circuit of FIG. 
17A. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0.055 Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the present 
invention will be described with reference to the accompa 
nying drawings. Throughout the drawings, the same com 
ponents are denoted by the same reference numerals, and the 
description thereof is not repeated. 

0056 (Embodiment 1) 
0057 <Schematic configuration of electronic communi 
cation equipment> 
0.058 FIG. 1A shows a schematic configuration of elec 
tronic communication equipment in Embodiment 1 of the 
present invention. In this electronic communication equip 
ment, denoted by 1, an input data Signal Data from outside 
is Supplied to an internal circuit via an interface 2. The 
interface 2 includes a clock recovery circuit 3 and a data 
recovery circuit 4. The clock recovery circuit 3 extracts 
multiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4 synchronizing the input 
data Signal Data from the input data Signal Data. The phase 
interval (phase difference) of the multiphase clocks CLKO to 
CLK4 is equal to the data width defined by the data rate of 
the input data Signal Data. The data recovery circuit 4 
recovers the input data Signal Data with the multiphase 
clocks CLKO to CLK4sent from the clock recovery circuit 
3. Specifically, as shown in FIG. 1B, the data recovery 
circuit 4 recovers one data unit of the input data Signal Data 
at each edge of the phases of the multiphase clockS CLKO to 
CLK4. The input data signal Data recovered by the data 
recovery circuit 4 is Supplied to the internal circuit. 
0059) <Internal configuration of clock recovery circuit 3> 
0060 FIG.2 shows an internal configuration of the clock 
recovery circuit 3 shown in FIG. 1. The clock recovery 
circuit 3 includes a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) 200, 
a delay circuit 210, an edge detector 220 and a PLL 230. 
0061 The delay circuit 210 delays the input data signal 
Data by time T corresponding to the data width defined by 
the data rate of the input data Signal Data. 
0062) The VCO 200, oscillating at a frequency corre 
sponding to a bias voltage BIAS from the PLL230, includes 
5-stage delay cells 200a to 200e connected in a ring. Each 
of the delay cells 200a to 200e selectively delays a signal 
output from the preceding delay cell or an input data Signal 
D Data from the delay circuit 210, and outputs the selected 
delayed signal. More Specifically, each of the delay cells 
200a to 200e selects a signal output from the preceding 
delay cell or the input data signal D Data from the delay 
circuit 210 in response to a corresponding mask Signal 
among mask signals W0 to W4 from the edge detector 220, 
and delays the Selected Signal by a delay amount corre 
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sponding to the bias voltage BIAS. The outputs (CLKO, 
CLK3, CLK1, CLK4, CLK2) of the delay cells 200a to 200e 
are output outside the clock recovery circuit 3 as the 
multiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4. 

0063. The edge detector 220 detects two clocks, among 
the multiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4, between the edges of 
which the input data Signal Data has made a transition. The 
edge detector 220 also sends the mask signals W0 to W4 to 
the delay cells 200a to 200e of the VCO 200. According to 
the result of the above detection, the edge detector 220 
asserts one of the mask signals W0 to W4 for a predeter 
mined duration. More specifically, the edge detector 220 
includes delay path selectors 220a to 220e respectively 
corresponding to the delay cells 200a to 200e of the VCO 
200, and these path selectors 220a to 220e send the mask 
signals W2, W0, W3, W1, W4 to the corresponding delay 
cells 200a to 200e. Each of the path selectors 220a to 220e 
asserts the mask signal for a predetermined duration when a 
transition of the input data Signal Data occurs between the 
edges of the corresponding two clocks among the mul 
tiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4 sent from the VCO 200. 
0064. The PLL 230 includes a phase comparator 231, a 
charge pump 232, a low-pass filter 233 and a Voltage 
controlled oscillator (VCO) 234. The phase comparator 231: 
outputs an error Signal corresponding to the phase difference 
between the output of the VCO 234 and a reference clock 
RefCLK. The charge pump 232 outputs a Voltage corre 
sponding to the error Signal from the phase comparator 231. 
The low-pass filter 233 removes high frequency components 
of the Voltage from the charge pump 232 and outputs the 
resultant voltage as the bias voltage BIAS. The VCO 234 is 
identical in configuration to the VCO 200. That is, the VCO 
234 includes 5-stage delay cells 200a to 200e connected in 
a ring, and therefore has the same oscillating frequency as 
the VCO 200. Note however that each of the delay cells 
200a to 200e of the VCO 234 invariably delays the output 
of the preceding delay cell by a delay amount corresponding 
to the bias voltage BIAS output from the low-pass filter 233. 
The output of the delay cell 200e of the VCO 234 is sent to 
the phase comparator 231. 

0065. As described above, the oscillating frequency of 
the VCO 200 is controlled with the bias voltage BIAS from 
the PLL 230. In the illustrated example, the frequency of the 
reference clock RefcLK is set at one-fifth of the data rate of 
the input data Signal Data. By this Setting, the phase interval 
of the 5-phase clocks CLKO to CLK4 from the VCO 200 is 
equal to the data width defined by the data rate of the input 
data Signal Data. 
0066 <Internal configuration of delay cells 200a to 
200es 

0067. The internal configuration of the delay cells 200a 
to 200e of the VCO 200 shown in FIG. 2 will be described. 
Herein, the description is made taking the delay cell 200a as 
an example. 

0068. As shown in FIG. 3, the delay cell 200a is a 
differential type Voltage-controlled delay circuit. The delay 
cell 200a Switches its input according to the mask signal W2. 
Specifically, when the mask signal W2 is in an H level 
(active), the delay cell 200a delays the input data signal 
(D Data, D Data) by a delay amount corresponding to the 
bias Voltage BIAS and outputs the delayed signal as the 
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clock (CLKO, /CLKO). When the mask signal W2 is in an L 
level (inactive), the delay cell 200a reverse-delays the output 
(CLK2, /CLK2) of the preceding delay cell 200e by a delay 
amount corresponding to the bias Voltage BIAS and outputs 
the delayed signal as the clock (CLK0, /CLKO). 
0069. The delay cells 200b to 200e of the VCO 200 have 
Substantially the same internal configuration as the delay cell 
of FIG.3. The delay cells 200a to 200e of the VCO234 also 
have Substantially the same internal configuration as the 
delay cell of FIG. 3, except that each of the delay cells 200a 
to 200e of the VCO 234 invariably receives an L-level 
(inactive) signal in place of the mask signal, and therefore 
reverse-delays the output of the preceding delay cell invari 
ably and outputs the resultant Signal. 

0070 <Internal configuration of delay path selectors 
220a to 220es 

0071. The internal configuration of the delay path selec 
tors 220a to 220e shown in FIG. 2 will be described. Herein, 
the description is made taking the delay path Selector 220e 
as an example. 

0072. As shown in FIG. 4A, the delay path selector 220e 
includes a latch circuit 300, a NOR circuit 302 and NAND 
circuits 303a and 303b. The latch circuit 300 includes MOS 
transistors 301a to 301f. 

0073. A signal DO from the NAND circuit 303a is sent 
to the gates of the P-channel MOS transistor 301b and the 
N-channel MOS transistor 301C of the latch circuit 300. The 
Signal D0 is put in an L level (active) during the period 
between the rising edge of the clock CLKO and the rising 
edge of the clock CLK1. 

0074) When the signal D0 is in an H level (inactive), the 
potential of a node N1 is kept in an L level, irrespective of 
the level of the input data Signal Data. 

0075) When the signal D0 is in the L level (active), the 
potential of the node N1 is kept in the immediately preced 
ing State if the input data Signal Data is in an H level, or 
becomes an H level if the input data Signal Data is in an L 
level. 

0076. In other words, the potential of the node N1 
becomes the H level only when the signal D0 is in the Llevel 
and the input data signal Data is in the L level. The H-level 
potential of the node N1 is retained irrespective of the level 
of the input data Signal Data as long as the Signal D0 is in 
the L level. Once the signal D0 becomes the H level, 
however, the potential of the node N1 becomes the L level. 

0077. When the clock CLKO is in an L level, the signal 
D0 is in the H level. This puts the potential of node N1 in 
the L level, and thus the N-channel MOS transistor 301 f is 
OFF. Also, during the L level of the clock CLKO, the 
P-channel MOS transistor 301d is ON. Accordingly, the 
potential ENO of a node N2 is in an H level during the Llevel 
of the clock CLKO. 

0078. When the signal D0 is in the L level, the clock 
CLKO is in an H level. During the H level of the clock 
CLKO, the P-channel MOS transistor 301d is OFF. There 
fore, when both the N-channel MOS transistors 301e and 
301f are turned ON during the L level of the signal D0, the 
potential ENO of the node N2 changes to an L level. 
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0079) Specifically, when both the signal D0 and the input 
data Signal Data are in the L level, the potential of the node 
N1 is in the H level, and thus the N-channel MOS transistor 
301 f is ON. When the input data signal Data makes an L to 
H level transition during the L level of the signal D0, the 
N-channel MOS transistor 301e is turned ON. Since the 
signal D0 remains in the Llevel, the potential of the node N1 
is kept in the H level. Thus, with both the N-channel MOS 
transistors 301e and 301f being ON, the potential ENO of the 
node N2 changes to the L level. Thereafter, when the signal 
D0 makes a transition to the H level, the potential of the 
node N1 becomes the L level, and thus the node N2 is put 
in an open State irrespective of the potential of the input data 
signal Data. When the clock CLKO is in the H level, the 
potential ENO of the node N2 is kept in the Llevel. Once the 
clock CLKO makes an H to Llevel transition, the P-channel 
MOS transistor 301d is turned ON, and this changes the 
potential ENO of the node N2 to the H level. 

0080. As shown in FIG. 4B, in the delay path selector 
200e, during the period between the rising edge of the clock 
CLKO and the rising edge of the clock CLK1 (during the L 
level of the signal D0), when the input data signal Data 
makes an L to H level transition, a negative logic pulse 
(ENO) is output from the node N2. The falling of this pulse 
is Synchronous with the rising edge of the input data Signal 
Data, and the rising thereof is Synchronous with the falling 
edge of the clock CLKO. 

0081) A signal D1 from the NAND circuit 303b is put in 
an L level (active) during the period between the rising edge 
of the clock CLK1 and the rising edge of the clock CLK2. 
The period during which the potential ENO of the node N2 
is in the L level includes the period of the L level of the 
signal D1. Therefore, the mask signal W4 as the output of 
the NOR circuit 302 is asserted (becomes an H level) only 
when the input data Signal Data has made an L to H level 
transition during the period between the rising edge of the 
clock CLKO and the rising edge of the clock CLK1. The 
period during which the mask Signal W4 is asserted is equal 
to the period of the L level (active) of the signal D1. 
0082. As described above, when the input data signal 
Data makes an L to H level transition during the period 
between the rising edges of the clocks CLKO and CLK1 
from the VCO 200, the delay path selector 220e asserts the 
mask signal W4 (raises to the H level) in response to this 
transition. 

0083) The delay path selectors 220a to 220d have sub 
Stantially the same internal configuration as the delay path 
selector 220e shown in FIG. 4A. Specifically, the delay path 
selector 220a asserts the mask signal W2 (raises to the H 
level) in response to an L to H level transition of the input 
data Signal Data when this transition occurs during the 
period between the rising edges of the clockS CLK3 and 
CLK4 from the VCO 200. The delay path selector 220b 
asserts the mask signal W0 (raises to the H level) in response 
to an L to H level transition of the input data Signal Data 
when this transition occurs during the period between the 
rising edges of the clocks CLK1 and CLK2 from the VCO 
200. The delay path selector 220c asserts the mask signal 
W3 (raises to the H level) in response to an L to H level 
transition of the input data Signal Data when this transition 
occurs during the period between the rising edges of the 
clocks CLK4 and CLKO from the VCO 200. The delay path 
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selector 220d asserts the mask signal W1 (raises to the H 
level) in response to an L to H level transition of the input 
data Signal Data when this transition occurs during the 
period between the rising edges of the clockS CLK2 and 
CLK3 from the VCO 200. 

0084) <Operation of clock recovery circuit 3> 
0085. The operation of the clock recovery circuit 3 of 
FIG. 2 will be described with reference to FIG. 5. 

0.086 At time t1, the input data signal Data makes an L 
to H level transition. The time t1 is included in the period 
during which the signal D0 is in the L level (active), that is, 
the period between the rising edges of the clocks CLKO and 
CLK1 from the VCO 200. In response to the transition of the 
input data Signal Data at time t1, the delay path Selector 220e 
turns the potential ENO of the node N2 to the L level. The 
delay path selector 220e then asserts the mask signal W4 
(raises to the H level) during the period from the rising of the 
clock CLK1 until the rising of the clock CLK2 (the period 
during which the signal D1 is in the L level), which is 
included in the period during which the potential ENO of the 
node N2 is in the L level. Upon receipt of the active mask 
signal W4, the delay cell 200e of the VCO 200 switches its 
input from the output CLK4 of the delay cell 200d preceding 
the delay cell 200e to the input data signal D Data. The 
active period (mask window) of the mask signal W4 
includes a transition point of the output CLK4 of the 
preceding delay cell 200d, which is located at the center of 
the mask window. Therefore, the transition point of the 
output CLK4 of the delay cell 200d is masked by the mask 
window. 

0087. At time t2, the input data signal D Data from the 
delay circuit 210 makes an L to H level transition. The time 
t2 is included in the active period (mask window) of the 
mask signal W4. The output CLK2 of the delay cell 200e 
therefore makes a transition in response to the transition of 
the input data signal D Data at time t2. This indicates that 
the edge of the output CLK4 of the delay cell 200d preced 
ing the delay cell 200e is replaced with the edge of the input 
data Signal D Data. In other words, the transition time of the 
output CLK2 of the delay cell 200e is defined by the input 
data signal D Data. This enables fixation of the phase 
relationship between the clock edge and the edge of the input 
data Signal Data at and after the transition time of the output 
CLK2. In this way, the multiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4 
Synchronizing with the input data Signal Data are obtained. 
0088. In this embodiment, the case that the input data 
Signal Data made a transition during the period between the 
rising edges of the clockS CLKO and CLK1 among the 
5-phase clocks CLKO to CLK4 was described. When the 
input data Signal Data makes a transition during a period 
between other clock edges, also, the multiphase clockS 
CLKO to CLK4 synchronizing with the input data signal 
Data can be obtained in a manner Similar to that described 
above. 

0089) <Effect> 
0090. As described above, the clock discovery circuit 3 
of Embodiment 1 detects two clocks, among the multiphase 
clocks CLKO to CLK4, between the edges of which the input 
data Signal Data has made an L to H level transition. The 
input of the delay cell among the delay cells 200a to 200e 
corresponding to the result of the detection is Switched from 
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the Signal output from the preceding delay cell to the input 
data Signal D Data. In this way, the multiphase clocks CLKO 
to CLK4 Synchronizing with the input data Signal Data are 
obtained. 

0091 Every time a transition of the input data signal Data 
is detected, a proper clock edge is replaced with the data 
edge, to thereby optimize the phases of the multiphase 
clocks CLKO to CLK4 (synchronize the multiphase clocks 
CLKO to CLK4 with the input data signal Data). Therefore, 
the phase relationship between the input data Signal Data 
and the multiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4 can be locked 
instantaneously with the Start of data transmission, and this 
enables Support of burst mode transmission. 
0092. Since the phase interval of the 5-phase clocks 
CLKO to CLK4 from the VCO 200 is made equal to the data 
rate of the input data Signal Data, the oscillating frequency 
of the VCO 200 is one-fifth of the data rate of the input data 
Signal Data. This eases the clock frequency compared with 
the case of the conventional clock recovery circuit shown in 
FIG. 17, and thus higher-rate data transmission can be 
Supported. 

0093. The clock recovery circuit 3 of Embodiment 1 can 
Support a data rate Satisfying the condition that the delay 
amount settable for each of the delay cells 200a to 200e of 
the VCO 200 is smaller than the data width defined by the 
data rate. Contrarily, a 3X oversampling type clock recovery 
circuit Supports a data rate Satisfying the condition that the 
amount three times as large as the delay amount Settable for 
a delay circuit of a VCO is Smaller than the data width 
defined by the data rate. In other words, the clock recovery 
circuit 3 of Embodiment 1 can Support a data rate three times 
as high as that the 3X oversampling type clock recovery 
circuit can Support. 

0094) <Alterations> 
0095. In this embodiment, the frequency of the reference 
clock RefcLK was set at one-fifth of the data rate of the 
input data Signal Data So that the phase interval of the 
5-phase clocks CLKO to CLK4 from the VCO 200 was equal 
to the data rate of the input data Signal Data. The frequency 
of the reference clock RefcLK can be set at a desired value 
by placing a frequency divider on a path through which the 
output of the VCO 234 is input into the phase comparator 
231 and/or a path through which the reference clock Ref 
CLK is input into the phase comparator 231. 

0096) The oscillating frequency of the VCO 200 is not 
completely identical to the oscillating frequency of the VCO 
234 due to a variation in the properties of MOS transistors, 
the position dependency of the fluctuation of the bias Voltage 
BIAS and the like. Also, if the Source of the reference clock 
RefCLK is different from that of the input data signal Data, 
the frequency of the reference clock RefoLK is deviated 
Slightly from a predetermined value with respect to the 
transfer rate of the input data Signal Data. This causes a 
failure of matching between the data rate of the input data 
signal Data and the oscillating frequency of the VCO 200. 
However, in the clock recovery circuit 3 of FIG. 2, the 
phases of the multiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4 are opti 
mized every time a transition of the input data Signal Data 
is detected. Therefore, the locked state between the input 
data signal Data and the multiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4 
can be maintained as long as transition of the input data 
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Signal Data occurs at a frequency of a certain level or higher. 
For example, even when the oscillating frequency of the 
VCO 200 is deviated by 1% with respect to the data rate of 
the input data Signal Data, the locked State can be maintained 
theoretically as long as transition of the input data Signal 
Data occurs at a frequency of once every 50 bits or higher. 
0097. In this embodiment, the number of stages of the 
delay cells in the VCO 200 was set at five to obtain five 
phases of clocks output from the VCO 200, but it is not 
limited to this number. The VCO 200 may be constructed of 
an arbitrary number of Stages of delay cells as long as 
adjustment is made So that an L to H level transition point 
of the input data signal D Data from the delay circuit 210 
and a transition point of the Signal output from the delay cell 
preceding a given delay cell are included in the active period 
(mask window) of the mask signal to be sent to the given 
delay cell. 
0098. In this embodiment, the phase interval of the mul 
tiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4 was set equal to the data rate 
of the input data Signal Data. It is also possible to Set the 
phase interval of the multiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4 to an 
integer Submultiple of the time defined by the data rate of the 
input data Signal Data. 
0099 Each of the delay path selectors 220a to 220e, 
representatively shown in FIG. 4A, reacts to an L to H level 
transition of the input data Signal Data occurring during the 
period between the edges of corresponding two clockS. By 
exchanging the P-channel MOS transistors and the N-chan 
nel MOS transistors with each other and reversing the input 
signal in the configuration of FIG. 4A, it is possible to 
provide delay path Selectors reacting to an H to L level 
transition of the input data Signal Data occurring during the 
period between the edges of corresponding two clocks. If 
these two types of delay path Selectors are combined, the 
locked State can be maintained even when the transition 
density of the input data Signal Data is lower. 
0100. In general, in high-speed serial data communica 
tions that requires the clock recovery circuit 3 described 
above, data is transmitted as differential Signals. Therefore, 
it is possible to generate a signal complementary to a data 
Signal at a correct timing. If a Signal complementary to the 
input data Signal Data is input into the delay path Selector of 
FIG. 4A, the delay path selector will also react to an H to 
L level transition of the input data Signal Data. Therefore, the 
locked State can be maintained even when the transition 
density of the input data Signal Data is lower. 
0101. In this embodiment, the width of the mask window 
(active period of the mask signal) was made equal to the data 
width defined by the data rate of the input data Signal Data. 
The mask window is only required to include a clock edge 
to be replaced and not to include its preceding and following 
clock edgeS. Therefore, although the mask Signal W4 was 
used for replacement of the edge of the clock CLK4 in FIG. 
5, the signal ENO may be used in place of the mask signal 
W4. 

0102 (Embodiment 2) 
0103) In the clock recovery circuit of Embodiment 1, the 
mask window is desirably generated So that a transition 
point of the output of the preceding delay cell (that is, the 
clock to be replaced) is included in the mask window and 
located at the center thereof. 
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0104. In Embodiment 1, however, no consideration is 
given to delays generated in the delay path SelectorS 220a to 
220e during generation of the mask signals W0 to W4. For 
example, in the delay path selector 220e of FIG. 4A, a gate 
delay (delay amount tg1) is generated in the NAND circuits 
303a and 303b during generation of the signals D0 and D1 
from the clocks CLKO and (CLK21 and the clocks CLK1 
and /CLK2. Likewise, a gate delay (delay amount tg2) is 
generated in the NOR circuit 302 during generation of the 
mask signal W4 from the signals D1 and ENO. These delays 
are also generated in the delay path selectors 220a to 220d. 
0105 The influence of the delays described above is 
greater as the data rate of the input data Signal Data is higher, 
and this will make it difficult to set the mask window at an 
optimum position. Embodiment 2 aims at Suppressing the 
influence of the delayS. 
0106 <Configuration of clock recovery circuits 
0107 FIG. 6 shows a configuration of a clock recovery 
circuit of Embodiment 2. The clock recovery circuit of this 
embodiment includes delay blocks 400, 410 and 420, a 
phase comparator 430, a charge pump 440 and a low-pass 
filter 450, in addition to the configuration of the clock 
recovery circuit of FIG. 2. 
0108). The delay block 400 includes delay circuits 400a to 
400e: The delay circuits 400a to 400e delay the outputs of 
the delay cells 200a to 200e of the VCO 200, respectively, 
by a delay amount td corresponding to a control Signal 
CTL1, and send the delayed signals to the edge detector 220. 
In other words, the delay circuits 400a to 400e add the delay 
amount td to the 5-phase clocks CLKO to CLK4 from the 
VCO 200. The outputs (D CLKO, D CLK3, D CLK1, 
D CLK4 and D CLK2) of the delay circuits 400a to 400e 
of the delay block 400 are output externally as multiphase 
clocks D CLKO to D CLK4. 
0109 The delay block 410 is identical in configuration to 
the delay block 400, that is, it has delay circuits 400a to 
400e. The delay circuits 400a to 400e of the delay block 410 
delay the outputs of the delay cells 200a to 200e of the VCO 
234, respectively, by the delay amount td corresponding to 
the control Signal CTL1, and Send the delayed signals to the 
delay block 420. 

0110. The delay block 420 includes delay circuits 420a to 
420e. The delay circuits 420a to 420e add a delay amount D 
to the outputs of the delay circuits 400a to 400e of the delay 
block 410. The delay amount D corresponds to the delay 
amount generated during generation of the mask Signal in 
the delay path selectors 220a to 220e, where D=tg1+tg2. 
0111. The phase comparator 430 outputs an error signal 
corresponding to the phase difference between the output of 
the delay circuit 420d of the delay block 420 and the output 
of the delay cell 200e of the VCO234. The charge pump 440 
outputs a Voltage corresponding to the error Signal from the 
phase comparator 430. The low-pass filter 450 removes high 
frequency components of the Voltage from the charge pump 
440 and outputs the resultant Voltage as the control Signal 
CTL1. The control signal CTL1 is sent to the delay blocks 
400 and 410. 

0112 In the clock recovery circuit of this embodiment, 
the correspondence between the delay path SelectorS 220a to 
220e and the delay cells 200a to 200e of the VCO 200 is 
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different from that in Embodiment 1. In this embodiment, 
the delay path selectors 220a to 220e correspond to the delay 
cells 200b to 200e and 200a, respectively. 
0113. The delay path selector 220e sends the mask signal 
W2 to the delay cell 200a of the VCO 200, and asserts the 
mask signal W2 (raises to an H level) in response to an L to 
H level transition of the input data signal Data when this 
transition occurs between the rising edge of the clock 
D CLKO from the delay circuit 400a of the delay block 400 
and the rising edge of the clock D CLK1 from the delay 
circuit 400c of the delay block 400. 
0114. The delay path selector 220a sends the mask signal 
W0 to the delay cell 200b of the VCO 200, and asserts the 
mask signal W0 (raises to an H level) in response to an L to 
H level transition of the input data signal Data when this 
transition occurs between the rising edge of the clock 
D CLK3 from the delay circuit 400b of the delay block 400 
and the rising edge of the clock D CLK4 from the delay 
circuit 400d of the delay block 400. 
0115 The delay path selector 220b sends the mask signal 
W3 to the delay cell 200c of the VCO 200, and asserts the 
mask signal W3 (raises to an H level) in response to an L to 
H level transition of the input data signal Data when this 
transition occurs between the rising edge of the clock 
D CLK1 from the delay circuit 400c of the delay block 400 
and the rising edge of the clock D CLK2 from the delay 
circuit 400e of the delay block 400. 
0116. The delay path selector 220c sends the mask signal 
W1 to the delay cell 200d of the VCO 200, and asserts the 
mask signal W1 (raises to an H level) in response to an L to 
H level transition of the input data signal Data when this 
transition occurs between the rising edge of the clock 
D CLK4 from the delay circuit 400d of the delay block 400 
and the rising edge of the clock D CLKO from the delay 
circuit 400a of the delay block 400. 
0117 The delay path selector 220d sends the mask signal 
W4 to the delay cell 200e of the VCO 200, and asserts the 
mask signal W4 (raises to an H level) in response to an L to 
H level transition of the input data signal Data when this 
transition occurs between the rising edge of the clock 
D CLK2 from the delay circuit 400e of the delay block 400 
and the rising edge of the clock D CLK3 from the delay 
circuit 400b of the delay block 400. 
0118 <Operation of clock recovery circuits 
0119 AS in Embodiment 1, the frequency of the refer 
ence clock RefcLK is set at one-fifth of the data rate of the 
input data Signal Data, and thus the phase interval of the 
5-phase clocks CLKO to CLK4 from the VCO 200 is equal 
to the data width T defined by the data rate of the input data 
Signal Data. Therefore, the delay amount in each of the delay 
cells 200a to 200e of the VCOs 200 and 234 is T/2. 

0120 In the clock recovery circuit of this embodiment, 
the delay amount td in the delay circuits 400a to 400e is 
feedback-controlled so that the phase difference between the 
output of the delay circuit 420d of the delay block 420 and 
the output of the delay cell 200e of the VCO 234 is zero. In 
other words, the delay amount td is controlled so that the 
delay amount (td+D) is T/2. 
0121 By the control described above, as shown in FIG. 
7, the mask window (W2 in the illustrated example) is 
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generated So that a transition point of the clock to be 
replaced (CLK2 in the illustrated example) is located in the 
Center. 

0122) <Effect> 
0123 The delay amount arising in the delay path selec 
tors 220a to 220e during generation of the mask signals W0 
to W4 is irrespective of the data rate of the input data signal 
Data. Therefore, if the data rate of the input data Signal Data 
varies in a certain range, it is difficult to make an adjustment 
with a fixed delay So that the mask window is Set at an 
optimum position for all data rates. However, in the clock 
recovery circuit of Embodiment 2, the delay amount td is 
feedback-controlled so that the delay amount (td+D) is T/2. 
This enables Setting of the mask window at an optimum 
position irrespective of the data rate of the input data Signal 
Data. 

0.124 <Alterations> 

0.125. In this embodiment, the delay amount td was 
feedback-controlled so that the delay amount (td+D) is T/2. 
The target value of the delay amount (td+D) is not limited 
to T/2, but may be an integral multiple of T/2 (T/2, T, 3T/2, 
. . . ) determined according to the data rate of the input data 
Signal Data. In this case, the correspondence between the 
delay path selectors 220a to 220e and the delay cells 200a 
to 200e of the VCO 200 must be changed according to the 
determined target value of the delay amount (td+D). 

0.126 The delay amount td in the delay circuits 400a to 
400e may be discretely switched according to the data rate 
of the input data Signal Data. For example, the delay circuits 
400a to 400e may have a configuration shown in FIG. 8, in 
which three paths different in delay amount can be switched 
among one another according to signals SW1 to SW3 from 
a control circuit 460. The control circuit 460, which is 
provided in place of the phase comparator 430, the charge 
pump 440 and the low-pass filter 450 shown in FIG. 6, 
asserts one of the signals SW1 to SW3 according to the data 
rate of the input data Signal Data. With this configuration, the 
delay amount td in the delay circuit 400a to 400e can be 
discretely Switched according to the data rate of the input 
data Signal Data. 

0127. For application to an interface having a plurality of 
input channels, the clock discovery circuit of FIG. 6 may be 
provided for each channel. To reduce the circuit area, 
however, the following arrangement may be adopted. The 
phase comparator 430, the charge pump 440 and the low 
pass filter 450 for generation of the control signal CTL1 may 
be provided only for a clock recovery circuit for a certain 
channel. The control Signal CTL1 generated in this clock 
recovery circuit may be Supplied to and shared by the delay 
blocks 400 and 410 of clock recovery circuits for the other 
channels. By this arrangement, Since only one set of the 
phase comparator 430, the charge pump 440 and the low 
pass filter 450 are necessary for generation of the control 
Signal CTL1, the circuit area can be reduced. From the 
Standpoint of performance, also, the phase noise of the 
clocks from the VCO 234 is small because the input of each 
of the delay cells 200a to 200e of the VCO 234 is fixed to 
the output of the preceding delay cell. Therefore, the abso 
lute accuracy of the position of the mask window is high. 
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0128 (Embodiment 3) 
0129 <Configuration of clock recovery circuits 
0130 FIG. 9 shows a configuration of a clock recovery 
circuit of Embodiment 3. The clock recovery circuit of this 
embodiment includes a delay circuit 210, an edge detector 
220, a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO)500, a PLL 530, 
phase comparators 54.0a to 540e and a control circuit 550. 
0131) The VCO 500, oscillating at a frequency corre 
sponding to a bias voltage BIAS from the PLL 530 and a 
bias voltage BIAS3 from the control circuit 550, includes 
5-stage delay cells 500a to 500e connected in a ring. Each 
of the delay cells 500a to 500e reverse-delays a signal output 
from the preceding delay cell by a delay amount according 
to the bias voltage BIAS from the PLL 530 and the bias 
voltage BLAS3 from the control circuit 550. The outputs 
(CLKO, CLK3, CLK1, CLK4, CLK2) of the delay cells 
500a to 500e are output outside the clock recovery circuit as 
multiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4. 
0132) The PLL 530 includes a phase comparator 231, a 
charge pump 232, a low-pass filter 233 and a Voltage 
controlled oscillator (VCO)534. The VCO 534 is identical 
in configuration to the VCO 500. That is, the VCO 534 
includes 5-stage delay cells 500a to 500e connected in a 
ring. The delay cells 500a to 500e of the VCO 534 however 
reverse-delay the Signals output from the respective preced 
ing delay cells by a delay amount corresponding to the bias 
voltage BIAS from the low-pass filter 233 and a bias voltage 
BIAS2 of a fixed level. The level of the bias voltage BIAS2 
is set at an intermediate voltage between the power Supply 
Voltage and the ground Voltage. 
0133. The phase comparator 54.0a outputs an error signal 
corresponding to the phase difference between the rising 
edge of an input data signal D Data from the delay circuit 
210 and the rising edge of the output/CLK2 of the delay cell 
500e of the VCO 500 when a mask signal W2 from the delay 
path selector 220a is active. 
0134) The phase comparator 540b outputs an error signal 
corresponding to the phase difference between the rising 
edge of the input data Signal D Data from the delay circuit 
210 and the rising edge of the output/CLKO of the delay cell 
500a of the VCO 500 when a mask signal W0 from the delay 
path selector 220b is active. 
0135 The phase comparator 540c outputs an error signal 
corresponding to the phase difference between the rising 
edge of the input data Signal D Data from the delay circuit 
210 and the rising edge of the output/CLK3 of the delay cell 
500b of the VCO 500 when a mask signal W3 from the delay 
path selector 220c is active. 
0.136 The phase comparator 540d outputs an error signal 
corresponding to the phase difference between the rising 
edge of the input data Signal D Data from the delay circuit 
210 and the rising edge of the output/CLK1 of the delay cell 
500c of the VCO 500 when a mask signal W1 from the delay 
path selector 220d is active. 
0.137 The phase comparator 540e outputs an error signal 
corresponding to the phase difference between the rising 
edge of an input data signal D Data from the delay circuit 
210 and the rising edge of the output/CLK4 of the delay cell 
500d of the VCO 500 when a mask signal W4 from the delay 
path selector 220e is active. 
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0.138. The control circuit 550 generates the bias voltage 
BIAS3 according to the error Signals from the phase com 
parators 54.0a to 540e, and sends the bias voltage BIAS3 to 
the VCO 500. 

0139 <Internal configuration of delay cells 500a to 
500e 

0140. The internal configuration of the delay cells 500a 
to 500e of the VCO 500 shown in FIG. 9 will be described. 
Herein, the description is made taking the delay cell 500a as 
an example. 

0141. As shown in FIG. 10, the delay cell 500a is a 
differential type Voltage-controlled delay circuit, including 
P-channel MOS transistors 501 a to 501d, N-channel MOS 
transistors 501e and 501f and a current source 502. The bias 
voltage BIAS from the low-pass filter 233 is applied to the 
gates of the P-channel MOS transistors 501a and 501b. The 
bias voltage BIAS3 from the control circuit 550 is applied to 
the gates of the P-channel MOS transistors 501c and 501d. 
The outputs CLK2 and /CLK2 of the preceding delay cell 
500e are applied to the gates of the N-channel MOS tran 
sistors 501e and 501f, respectively. The delay cell 500a with 
the above configuration reverse-delays the outputs CLK2 
and /CLK2 of the preceding delay cell 500e by a delay 
amount corresponding to the bias Voltages BIAS and 
BIAS3, and outputs the resultant clocks as the clocks CLKO 
and /CLKO. 

0142. The delay cells 500b to 500c of the VCO 500 have 
Substantially the same internal configuration as the delay cell 
of FIG. 10. The delay cells 500a to 500c of the VCO 534 
also have Substantially the same internal configuration as the 
delay cell of FIG. 10, except that the fixed bias voltage 
BIAS2 is applied to the gates of the P-channel MOS 
transistors 501c and 501d in place of the bias voltage 
BLAS3. 

0143. In the illustrated example, the level of the bias 
voltage BIAS3 from the control circuit 550 is initialized to 
the level of the bias voltage BIAS2, so that the oscillating 
frequency of the VCO 500 is made equal to that of the VCO 
534. Also, the frequency of the reference clock RefoLK is 
Set at one-fifth of the data rate of the input data Signal Data. 
By this Setting, the phase interval of the 5-phase clockS 
CLKO to CLK4 from the VCO 500 is equal to the data width 
defined by the data rate of the input.data Signal Data. 
0144) <Operation of clock recovery circuits 
0145 The operation of the clock recovery circuit of FIG. 
9 will be described with reference to FIG. 11. 

0146 AS in Embodiment 1 described above, in response 
to the L to H level transition of the input data signal Data at 
time t1, the delay path Selector 220e asserts the mask Signal 
W4 (raises to an H level). The active period (mask window) 
of the mask signal W4 includes a transition point of the 
output CLK4 of the delay cell 500d preceding the delay cell 
500e. At time t2, the input data signal D Data from the delay 
circuit 210 makes an L to H level transition. The time t2 is 
included in the active period (mask window) of the mask 
signal W4. 
0147 The phase comparator 540e, activated in response 
to the active mask Signal W4, compares the phase at the 
rising edge of the input data Signal D Data with the phase 
at the rising edge of the output (CLK4 of the preceding delay 
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cell 500d and outputs an error signal corresponding to the 
comparison result. The control circuit 550 outputs the bias 
voltage BIAS3 of the level corresponding to the error signal 
from the phase comparator 540e. In this way, the phase 
relationship between the edges of the clocks CLKO to CLK4 
from the VCO 500 and the edge of the input data signal Data 
can be fixed. Thus, the multiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4 
Synchronizing with the input data Signal Data can be pro 
vided. 

0.148. In the description described above, the input data 
Signal Data made a transition during the period between the 
rising edge of the clock CLKO and the rising edge of the 
clock CLK1 among the 5-phase clocks CLKO to CLK4. The 
multiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4 synchronizing with the 
input data Signal Data can also be provided in other cases 
that the input data Signal Data makes a transition during a 
period between other clock edges. 
0149 <Alterations> 
0150 Analog or digital control may be adopted for the 
control of the bias voltage BIAS3 by the control circuit 550. 
0151. A circuit for detecting frequency lock of the VCO 
534 may be provided in addition to the configuration of FIG. 
9, so that the edge detector 220 can start its operation after 
the VCO 534 is frequency-locked to stabilize the bias 
Voltage BIAS for controlling the oscillating frequency of the 
VCL 534. In this case, the bias voltage BIAS2 is unneces 
Sary and the bias Voltage BIAS may be applied in place of 
the bias voltage BLAS2. The bias voltage BIAS3 is set at the 
same potential as the bias voltage BIAS until the VCO 534 
is locked. After the VCO 534 is locked, the clock and data 
comparison is performed according to the mask Signals W0 
to W4 from the edge detector 220, and by the feedback of the 
comparison results, the bias voltage BIAS3 is controlled. By 
controlling in this way, Setting is possible So that the phases 
of the clock edge and the data edge, compared with each 
other in a mask window, match with each other. 
0152. In the configuration of FIG. 9, the level of the bias 
voltage BIAS3 was initialized to the intermediate voltage 
and allowed to fluctuate vertically, to thereby enable for 
ward/backward adjustment of the clocks CLKO to CLK4. If 
a Voltage-controlled delay circuit having a gain property 
reverse to that of the voltage-controlled delay circuit of FIG. 
10 is placed on the data Side, the data-clock relative phase 
difference can be advanced or retarded even when the initial 
potential of the bias Voltage BIAS3 is at an end of a range. 
For example, when the initial potential of the bias Voltage 
BIAS3 supplied to the VCO 500 is 0 V, only retardation is 
allowed for the voltage-controlled delay circuit of FIG. 10. 
If the Voltage-controlled delay circuit having a reverse gain 
property described above is placed on the data Side, the 
initial potential of the bias applied to a Secondary frequency 
adjustment portion (corresponding to the P-channel MOS 
transistors 501c and 501d in FIG. 10) is set at a level 
permitting retardation. Thus, by retarding the data phase 
with the Voltage-controlled delay circuit placed on the data 
side, the phases of the clocks CLKO to CLK4 can be 
relatively advanced while the initial potential of the bias 
voltage BIAS3 applied to the VCO 500 remains 0 V. 

0153 (Embodiment 4) 
0154) A clock recovery circuit of Embodiment 4 has the 
Same configuration as the clock recovery circuit of FIG. 2 
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or FIG. 9, except that a frequency detector 531, a charge 
pump 532 and a low-pass filter 533 shown in FIG. 12 are 
provided in place of the PLL 230 shown in FIG. 2 or the 
PLL 530 shown in FIG. 9. 

O155 The frequency detector 531 outputs an error signal 
corresponding to the difference between the frequency of the 
reference clock RefoLK and the frequency of the output of 
the delay cell 200e (500c) of the VCO 200 (500). The charge 
pump 532 outputs a Voltage corresponding to the error Signal 
from the frequency detector 531. The low-pass filter 533 
removes high frequency components of the Voltage from the 
charge pump 532 and outputs the resultant Voltage as the 
bias voltage BIAS. 
0156 The clock recovery circuit of this embodiment 
compares the reference clock RefoLK as the reference of the 
frequency with the oscillating frequency of the VCO 200 
(500), and controls the bias voltage BIAS so that the 
oscillating frequency of the VCO 200 (500) is equal to the 
reference frequency. 
O157 The clock recovery circuit having the above con 
figuration can also obtain Substantially the same effect as 
that of the clock recovery circuit of FIG. 2 or FIG. 9. 
0158 (Embodiment 5) 
0159 FIG. 13 shows a-configuration of a clock recovery 
circuit of Embodiment 5. The clock recovery circuit of this 
embodiment further includes a delay circuit 560 and a delay 
block 570 in addition to the configuration of the clock 
recovery circuit shown in FIG. 9. 
0160 The delay circuit 560 delays the input data signal 
Data by a delay amount corresponding to a control Signal 
CTL2 from the control circuit 550. 

0161 The delay block 570 includes delay circuits 570a to 
570e, which delay the outputs of the delay cells 500a to 500e 
by a delay amount corresponding to a control Signal CTL3 
from the control circuit 550. The outputs of the delay circuits 
570a to 570e (D CLKO, D CLK3, D CLK1, D CLK4 and 
D CLK2) are Supplied externally as multiphase clocks 
D CLKO to D CLK4. 
0162 The delay circuit 210 receives an input data signal 
delayed by the delay circuit 560. 
0163 The edge detector 220 receives the input data 
signal from the delay circuit 560, in place of the input data 
Signal Data, and also receives the multiphase clockS 
D CLKO to D CLK4 including the delay added by the delay 
circuits 570a to 570e, in place of the multiphase clocks 
CLKO to CLK4 from the VCO 500. 

0164. The phase comparators 54.0a to 540e receive clocks 
/D CLK2, /D CLKO, /D CLK3, /D CLK1 and /D CLK4 
from the delay block 570, in place of the clocks /CLK2, 
/CLKO, /CLK3, /CLK1 and /CLK4. 
0.165 According to error Signals (phase comparison 
results) from the phase comparators 54.0a to 540e, the 
control circuit 550 delays the phases of the clocks D CLKO 
to D CLK4 by controlling the control signal CTL3 when the 
phases of the clocks/D CLKO to /D CLK4 lead the phase 
of the data signal D Data. Contrarily, the control circuit 550 
delays the phase of the data Signal D Data by controlling the 
control Signal CTL 2 when the phase of the data Signal 
D Data leads. Thus, by controlling either one of the control 
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signals CTL2 and CTL3, either the phases of the multiphase 
clocks D CLKO to D CLK4 or the phase of the input data 
Signal Data can be advanced or delayed with respect to the 
other. In this way, the phases of the multiphase clockS 
D CLKO to D CLK4 are aligned with the phase of the input 
data Signal Data. 
0166 In this embodiment, either one of the control sig 
nals CTL2 and CTL3 was controlled according to the phase 
difference. Alternatively, both the control signals CTL2 and 
CTL3 may be controlled. The control of the control signals 
CTL2 and CTL3 may be in an analog or digital manner. The 
delay circuits 560 and 570a to 570e may be configured as 
shown in FIG. 8 in which the delay amount is discretely set 
with control bits. 

0167 (Embodiment 6) 
0168 A clock recovery circuit of Embodiment 6 has the 
same configuration as the clock recovery circuit of FIG. 9, 
except that a DLL circuit shown in FIG. 14 is provided in 
place of the VCO 500 and the PLL 530 shown in FIG. 9. 
0169. The DLL circuit of FIG. 14 includes a delay line 
600, a phase comparator 610, a charge pump 620 and a 
low-pass filter 630. 
0170 The delay line 600 includes 5-stage delay cells 
600a to 600e connected in series. Each of the delay cells 
600a to 600e normally delays an input signal by a delay 
amount corresponding to the bias Voltage BIAS from the 
low-pass filter 630. The first-stage delay cell 600a receives 
the reference clock RefoLK. The frequency of the reference 
clock RefoLK is set at one-fifth of the data rate of the input 
data Signal Data. 
0171 The phase comparator 610 outputs an error signal 
corresponding to the phase difference between the output of 
the final-stage delay cell 600e and the reference clock 
RefCLK. The charge pump 620 outputs a voltage corre 
sponding to the error Signal from the phase comparator 610. 
The low-pass filter 630 removes high frequency components 
of the Voltage from the charge pump 620 and outputs the 
resultant Voltage as the bias Voltage BIAS. 
0172 The DLL circuit in this embodiment compares the 
phases of the clock RefoLK before and after passing 
through the 5-stage delay cells 600a to 600e. Therefore, the 
sum of the delays in the 5-stage delay cells 600a to 600e is 
equal to one period of the reference clock RefoLK. Thus, 
the multiphase clocks CLKO to CLK4 output from the DLL 
circuit have a phase interval equal to the data width defined 
by the data rate of the input data Signal Data. 

0173 (Embodiment 7) 
0.174 FIG. 15 shows a configuration of a clock recovery 
circuit of Embodiment 7. The clock recovery circuit of this 
embodiment includes a frequency divider 700 in addition to 
the configuration of the clock recovery circuit of FIG. 2. The 
frequency divider 700, placed on a path through which the 
input data Signal Data is Sent to the edge detector 220 and the 
VCO 200, divides the frequency of the input data signal 
Data by two, So that the edges of the input data Signal Data 
are thinned with every other edge being removed. 
0.175. The edge-thinned input data signal is sent to the 
edge detector 220 and the VCO 200. The edge detector 220 
detects two clocks, among the multiphase clockS CLKO to 
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CLK4, between the edges of which the edge-thinned input 
data Signal has made a transition. According to the results of 
this detection, the edge detector 220 asserts one of the mask 
signals W0 to W4. Each of the delay cells 200a to 200e of 
the VCO 200 selects the signal output from the preceding 
delay cell or the input data signal D Data from the delay 
circuit 210 (edge-thinned input data Signal delayed by the 
delay T by the delay circuit 210) in response to the corre 
sponding one of the mask signals W0 to W4 from the edge 
detector 220. 

0176) The phase of the input data signal D Data (edge 
thinned input data signal delayed by the delay Tby the delay 
circuit 210) sent to the delay cells 200a to 200e of the VCO 
200 is delayed from the phase of the original input data 
signal Data by the delays given by the frequency-divider 700 
and the delay circuit 210. By adjusting the delay amount in 
the delay circuit 210, therefore, the data-clock phase rela 
tionship can be optimized. 

0177. The clock recovery circuit of FIG. 15 widens the 
data width of the input data Signal Sent to the delay circuit 
210, and thus can reduce the inclination of the input data 
Signal. Therefore, the inclination of the Signal D Data Sent 
to the delay cells 200a to 200e of the VCO 200 can be made 
equal to the inclination of the outputs CLKO to CLK4 of the 
delay cells 200a to 200e. As a result, the delay cells 200a to 
200e are allowed to have the same delay characteristic 
irrespective of the input path, and thus the oscillating 
frequency of the VCO 200 is allowed to match with the data 
rate accurately. 

0.178 In addition, the widened data width of the input 
data Signal Sent to the delay circuit 210 eases the high-speed 
requirement for the delay circuit 210. This makes it possible 
to reduce the drive capability of transistors constituting the 
delay circuit 210 and thus SuppreSS power consumption. 

0179 The data width of the input data signal D Data 
supplied to the delay cells 200a to 200e is also widened. This 
prevents the input data signal D Data from making an 
unnecessary transition within a mask window, and thus the 
VCO 200 will be little affected adversely. 

0180 Although the divisor of the frequency division by 
the frequency divider 700 was two in this embodiment, it 
may be set at any number. Note however that with increase 
of the divisor, that is, increase of the thinning amount, 
information on the data transition time will decrease, and 
thus the resistance against a change in data phase will be 
traded off. 

0181. The frequency divider 700 may be placed in addi 
tion to the configuration of the clock recovery circuit of 
FIG. 9, as shown in FIG. 16. 

0182 While the present invention has been described in 
preferred embodiments, it will be apparent to those skilled 
in the art that the disclosed invention may be modified in 
numerous ways and may assume many embodiments other 
than that Specifically Set out and described above. Accord 
ingly, it is intended by the appended claims to cover all 
modifications of the invention which fall within the true 
Spirit and Scope of the invention. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A clock recovery circuit comprising: 
a first Oscillator for generating a plurality of clocks having 

different phases and a predetermined frequency; and 
an edge detector for detecting two clocks, among the 

plurality of clocks, between edges of which an input 
data Signal has made a transition, 

wherein the first oscillator includes a plurality of delay 
cells connected in a ring, outputs of the plurality of 
delay cells being output as the plurality of clocks, 

each of the plurality of delay cells Selectively delays a 
first-delay added input data Signal obtained by adding 
a first delay to the input data Signal or the Signal output 
from the preceding delay cell, and outputs the Selected 
delayed Signal, and 

the edge detector controls one delay cell among the 
plurality of delay cells corresponding to the result of 
the detection to delay the first-delay added input data 
Signal and output the delayed signal. 

2. The clock recovery circuit of claim 1, wherein the edge 
detector includes a plurality of delay path Selectors provided 
to correspond to the plurality of delay cells, 

each of the delay path Selectors outputs to the correspond 
ing delay cell a mask Signal asserted for a predeter 
mined period in response to a transition of the input 
data Signal if this transition occurs between edges of 
corresponding two clocks among the plurality of 
clocks, and 

each of the plurality of delay cells delays the first-delay 
added input data Signal and outputs the delayed Signal 
when the mask signal from the corresponding delay 
path Selector is active. 

3. The clock recovery circuit of claim 2, wherein the 
predetermined period includes: a transition point of the 
Signal output from the delay cell preceding the delay cell 
corresponding to each of the plurality of delay path Selec 
tors, and a transition point of the first-delay added input data 
Signal. 

4. The clock recovery circuit of claim 2, wherein each of 
the plurality of delay path Selectors includes a latch circuit, 

the latch circuit latches a pulse signal asserted between 
edges of two clocks corresponding to each of the 
plurality of delay path Selectors, in response to an edge 
of the input data Signal, and 

the latch circuit resets the latched Signal in response to a 
reset Signal, the reset Signal being delayed by a prede 
termined phase from the edges of the two clockS. 

5. The clock recovery circuit of claim 4, wherein the reset 
Signal is Synchronous with an edge of any clock among the 
plurality of clockS. 

6. The clock recovery circuit of claim 2, further compris 
Ing: 

a first delay circuit for adding a Second delay to the 
plurality of clocks from the first oscillator; and 

a control circuit for controlling the delay amount of the 
Second delay, 

wherein each of the plurality of delay path Selectors 
outputs to the corresponding delay cell a mask Signal 
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asserted for a predetermined period in response to a 
transition of the input data Signal if this transition 
occurs between edges of corresponding two clockS 
among the plurality of clocks with the Second delay 
added by the first delay circuit. 

7. The clock recovery circuit of claim 6, wherein the 
control circuit feedback-controls the delay amount of the 
Second delay So that the phase difference between first and 
Second clockS is a predetermined value, 

the first clock is obtained by adding the Second delay and 
a third delay to one clock among the plurality of clockS 
from the first oscillator, 

the delay amount of the third delay includes a delay 
amount generated in one delay path Selector among the 
plurality of delay path Selectors, and 

the Second clock is another clock among the plurality of 
clocks from the first oscillator. 

8. The clock recovery circuit of claim 6, wherein the 
control circuit Sets the delay amount of the Second delay 
discretely according to the data rate of the input data Signal. 

9. The clock recovery circuit of claim 1, further compris 
ing a PLL circuit, wherein the PLL circuit includes a second 
oscillator identical in configuration to the first oscillator, 

the Second oscillator oscillates at a frequency correspond 
ing to a first bias Voltage, 

the PLL circuit feedback-controls the first bias voltage so 
that the oscillating frequency of the Second oscillator is 
equal to a reference frequency, and 

the first oscillator oscillates at a frequency corresponding 
to the first bias Voltage. 

10. The clock recovery circuit of claim 9, wherein the 
edge detector includes a plurality of delay path Selectors 
provided in correspondence with the plurality of delay cells 
of the first oscillator, 

each of the delay path Selectors outputs to the correspond 
ing delay cell a mask Signal asserted for a predeter 
mined period in response to a transition of the input 
data Signal if this transition occurs between edges of 
corresponding two clocks among the plurality of clockS 
from the first oscillator, and 

each of the plurality of delay cells of the first oscillator 
delays the first-delay added input data Signal and out 
puts the delayed signal when the mask signal from the 
corresponding delay path Selector is active. 

11. The clock recovery circuit of claim 10, further com 
prising: 

a first delay circuit for adding a Second delay to the 
plurality of clocks from the first oscillator and the 
plurality of clocks from the Second oscillator; and 

a control circuit for controlling the delay amount of the 
Second delay, 

wherein each of the plurality of delay path Selectors 
outputs to the corresponding delay cell of the first 
Oscillator a mask Signal asserted for a predetermined 
period in response to a transition of the input data Signal 
if this transition occurs between edges of corresponding 
two clockS among the plurality of clocks from the first 
oscillator with the second delay added by the first delay 
circuit. 
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12. The clock recovery circuit of claim 11, wherein the 
control circuit feedback-controls the delay amount of the 
Second delay So that the phase difference between first and 
Second clockS is a predetermined value, 

the first clock is obtained by adding the Second delay and 
a third delay to one clock among the plurality of clockS 
from the Second oscillator, 

the delay amount of the third delay includes a delay 
amount generated in one delay path Selector among the 
plurality of delay path Selectors, and 

the Second clock is another clock among the plurality of 
clocks from the Second oscillator. 

13. The clock recovery circuit of claim 11, wherein the 
control circuit Sets the delay amount of the Second delay 
discretely according to the data rate of the input data Signal. 

14. The clock recovery circuit of claim 1, further com 
prising: 

a frequency detector for comparing an oscillating fre 
quency of the first oscillator with a reference fre 
quency; and 

a control Signal generator for Outputting a control Signal 
corresponding to the result of the comparison by the 
frequency detector, 

wherein the first oscillator oscillates at a frequency cor 
responding to the control Signal from the control Signal 
generator. 

15. The clock recovery circuit of claim 1, further com 
prising a thinning Section for thinning edges of the input data 
Signal, 

wherein the edge detector detects two clocks, among the 
plurality of clocks, between edges of which the input 
data Signal edge-thinned by the thinning Section has 
made a transition, 

each of the plurality of delay cells Selectively delays a 
first-delay added input data Signal edge-thinned by the 
thinning Section or the Signal output from the preceding 
delay cell, and outputs the Selected delayed signal, and 

the edge detector controls one delay cell among the 
plurality of delay cells corresponding to the result of 
the detection to delay the first-delay added input data 
Signal edge-thinned by the thinning Section and output 
the delayed signal. 

16. The clock recovery circuit of claim 15, wherein the 
thinning Section includes a frequency divider for dividing 
the frequency of the input data Signal. 

17. A clock recovery circuit comprising: 
a multiphase clock generator for generating a plurality of 

clocks having different phases and a predetermined 
frequency; 

an edge detection Section for detecting two clocks, among 
the plurality of clocks, between edges of which an input 
data Signal has made a transition; 

a phase comparison Section for comparing the phase of 
one clock among the plurality of clocks corresponding 
to the result of the detection by the edge detection 
Section with the phase of a first-delay added input data 
Signal obtained by adding a first delay to the input data 
Signal; and 
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a control circuit for controlling the phases of the plurality 
of clockS according to the result of the comparison by 
the phase comparison Section. 

18. The clock recovery circuit of claim 17, wherein the 
edge detection Section includes a plurality of detection 
circuits, 

the phase comparison Section includes a plurality of phase 
comparators provided to correspond to the plurality of 
detection circuits, 

each of the plurality of detection circuits outputs to the 
corresponding phase comparator a mask signal asserted 
for a predetermined period in response to a transition of 
the input data Signal if this transition occurs between 
edges of corresponding two clocks among the plurality 
of clocks, and 

each of the plurality of phase comparators compares the 
phase of the corresponding clock among the plurality of 
clocks with the phase of the first-delay added input data 
Signal. 

19. The clock recovery circuit of claim 18, wherein each 
of the plurality of detection circuits includes a latch circuit, 

the latch circuit latches a pulse signal asserted between 
edges of the corresponding two clocks in response to an 
edge of the input data Signal, and 

the latch circuit resets the latched Signal in response to a 
reset signal, the reset Signal being delayed by a prede 
termined phase from the edges of the corresponding 
two clocks. 

20. The clock recovery circuit of claim 19, wherein the 
reset Signal is Synchronous with an edge of any clock among 
the plurality of clockS. 

21. The clock recovery circuit of claim 17, wherein the 
multiphase clock generator includes a first Oscillator, and 

the first oscillator includes a plurality of delay cells 
connected in a ring, outputs of the plurality of delay 
cells being output as the plurality of clockS. 

22. The clock recovery circuit of claim 21, further com 
prising a PLL circuit, wherein the PLL circuit includes a 
Second oscillator identical in configuration to the first oscil 
lator, 

the Second oscillator oscillates at a frequency correspond 
ing to a first bias Voltage and a Second bias Voltage, 

the PLL circuit feedback-controls the first bias voltage so 
that the oscillating frequency of the Second oscillator is 
equal to a reference frequency, 

the control circuit outputs a third bias Voltage correspond 
ing to the result of the comparison by the phase 
comparison Section, and 

the first oscillator oscillates at a frequency corresponding 
to the first bias Voltage and the third bias Voltage. 

23. The clock recovery circuit of claim 22, wherein the 
Second bias Voltage is Set at an intermediate Voltage between 
the Supply Voltage and the ground Voltage. 

24. The clock recovery circuit of claim 21, further com 
prising: 

a frequency detector for comparing an oscillating fre 
quency of the first oscillator with a reference frequency, 
and 
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a control Signal generator for Outputting a control Signal 
corresponding to the result of the comparison by the 
frequency detector, 

wherein the first oscillator oscillates at a frequency cor 
responding to the control Signal from the control Signal 
generator. 

25. The clock recovery circuit of claim 17, further com 
prising: 

a first delay circuit for adding a Second delay to the input 
data Signal; and 

a Second delay circuit for adding a third delay to the 
plurality of clocks from the multiphase clock generator, 

wherein the edge detection Section detects two clocks, 
among the plurality of third-delay added clocks, 
between edges of which the Second-delay added input 
data Signal has made a transition, 

the phase comparison Section compares the phase of one 
clock among the plurality of third-delay added clockS 
corresponding to the result of the detection by the edge 
detector with the phase of a signal obtained by adding 
the first delay and the Second delay to the input data 
Signal; and 

the control circuit controls the delay amount of the Second 
delay and/or the delay amount of the third delay 
according to the result of the comparison by the phase 
comparison Section. 

26. The clock recovery circuit of claim 17, wherein the 
multiphase clock generator includes a plurality of Stages of 
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delay cells and a delay control Section, outputs of the 
plurality of Stages of delay cells being output as the plurality 
of clocks, 

a reference clock is Supplied to an input of the first-stage 
delay cell among the plurality of Stages of delay cells, 
and 

the delay control Section compares the phase of the output 
of the final-stage delay cell among the plurality of 
Stages of delay cells with the reference clock, and 
controls the delay amount of the plurality of Stages of 
delay cells according to the result of the comparison. 

27. The clock recovery circuit of claim 17, further com 
prising a thinning Section for thinning edges of the input data 
Signal, 

wherein the edge detection Section detects two clocks, 
among the plurality of clocks, between edges of which 
the input data Signal edge-thinned by the thinning 
Section has made a transition, and 

the phase comparison Section compares the phase of one 
clock among the plurality of clockS corresponding to 
the result of the detection by the edge detection Section 
with the phase of a first-delay added input data Signal 
edge-thinned by the thinning Section. 

28. The clock recovery circuit of claim 27, wherein the 
thinning Section includes a frequency divider for dividing 
the frequency of the input data Signal. 


